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Commitment Devices
Gharad, Bryan, Dean Karlan and Scott Nelson
September 9, 2009
Abstract
We review the theoretical and empirical literature on commitment devices. A
commitment device is any arrangement, entered into by an individual, with the aim of making it
easier to fulfill his or her own future plans. We argue that there is growing empirical evidence
supporting the proposition that people demand commitment devices and that these devices can
change behavior. We highlight the importance of further research exploring soft commitments –
those involving only psychological costs – and the welfare consequences of hard commitments –
those involving actual costs – especially in the presence of bounded rationality.
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Introduction

People set goals. They promise to smoke less, to save more, to drink less, to work
more, to work less, to study more, to eat less, to exercise more. They set goals with
varying levels of formality. They promise themselves, make vows to their spouses,
and lay bets with friends. These same people regularly fail to meet their goals. They
quit smoking each year, try every new diet, and throw out perished vegetables while
eating chips. Why do people set goals, and why do they fail to reach them? These
are important and difficult questions for the economics profession; they draw into
doubt our model of man and problematize our definition of welfare.
This paper is concerned with commitment devices – the arrangements people
make to formalize and facilitate their goals. Broadly, a commitment device is an arrangement entered into by an individual with the aim of helping fulfil a plan for future
behaviour that would otherwise be difficult due to personal conflict. We will exclude
actions that are taken with a strategic motive, or which accrue significant current
benefits. So, while painting your nails with Control-It Nail Biting Treatment R is a
commitment device, buying pink nail polish for use over the next month is probably
not. And while buying a season pass to the opera to help yourself stick with your
plan to become more cultured may be a commitment device, committing to go to
the opera in order to stop your husband from going to a football game is not.
We will call commitment devices that provide for harsh penalties for failure, or
rewards for success, hard commitments. And we will call any device that does not
have large economic consequences a soft commitment. This determination is not
binary, and commitments can be placed on a spectrum from hard to soft, with the
hardest commitment imposing such high costs as to remove completely a choice from
a choice set and the softest commitments incurring only the smallest of psychic costs
for deviation. When we make the distinction between hard and soft it is often where
a hard commitment involves a monetary penalty or bonus and a soft commitment
involves merely a psychological cost. This reflects the prevalent view in economics
that psychological costs are largely irrelevant. An example of a hard commitment
would be a commitment saving account on which interest is forfeited if a monthly
installment is not made. A soft commitment would be a separate saving account
labeled “Hawaiian Vacation”.
Although this review paper focuses on the existing theory and empirics of commitment devices, we also discuss areas for further research. In particular we argue
that there is insufficient work on the welfare implications of commitment and the
use and importance of soft commitments - that is, commitments which involve only
low or psychic costs.
2

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we provide a more detailed definition of commitment. Section 3 discusses circumstantial evidence which suggests that
people use commitment devices and also often fail to reach their goals. In section 4
we review economic theories that can explain a demand for commitment, highlighting the multiplicity of explanations and some of the issues for welfare analysis. We
also briefly review theories of bounded rationality which allow people to fail in their
goals, and point out that there is very little satisfactory theory explaining soft commitments although empirically they seem more common than hard commitments. In
section 5 we review evidence supporting a demand for commitment. In section 6 we
look at evidence of the use of commitment in lab and field settings. Finally section 7
concludes and discusses some other active areas of research related to commitment.
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Definition

In planning this paper, we had expected the introduction to include a concise one line
definition of a commitment device. This, however, turned out to be more difficult
than we thought. Many transactions in every day life restrict or alter our future
choices, but not for the reasons we are interested in in this paper. This section,
therefore, includes a long winded definition of a commitment device. We believe
that this exercise is valuable, and shows that in many cases whether an arrangement
is a commitment device per se depends on the individual’s motivation for making
the arrangement, not just the terms of the arrangement. Empirically, therefore,
identifying a commitment device requires examining the motivation for behavior
rather than looking exclusively at choice data.
We define a commitment device as an arrangement entered into by an agent which
restricts his or her future choice set by making certain choices more expensive, perhaps infinitely expensive, while also satisfying two conditions: (a) the arrangement
is primarily aimed at helping the agent fulfill plans for their own future behavior,
where they themselves are the source of the risk of failing to fulfill the plan, and
not changes in prices or other agents (b) the arrangement does not have a strategic
purpose with respect to others.
Condition (a) excludes many common economic transactions that are not germane to our discussion, such as simple pay-in-advance purchases. Buying concert
tickets in advance, booking plane tickets, etc., are all behaviors that could be seen
as “commitment” because they shrink the future budget set, lock in certain consumption goods (as long as there is not free disposal), and alter the price of future
consumption. But, in most cases it is inappropriate to see these as commitment devices, unless they are intended to help an agent stick to a current plan or goal which
3

they would otherwise find difficult to fulfill or achieve. This naturally is a difficult
clause to manage given that most of economics focuses on observable choices, not
motivations; it, however, seems to be necessary.
Condition (a) also rules out arrangements which simply facilitate future consumption plans, but for purely transactional and logistical reasons (hence the clause at the
end about changes in prices). For example, buying in bulk can reduce future transaction costs and thus could be done in order to lock in a certain consumption path,
it also could be done merely to lower future costs of going to the store repeatedly.1
Condition (b) rules out a well-studied set of commitment devices which are used
to influence the actions of others. Consider, for example, Dr. Strangelove’s “doomsday device,” which committed Russia to set off an all-destructive nuclear device in
response to any nuclear attack. The committing party did not want to commit themselves to “destroy everything” but rather wanted to deter attacks from others. Of
particular interest, this condition means that we do not study arrangements that
are entered into with the aim of controlling one’s spouse or neighbors. We wish,
however, to note that our exclusion does not mean that we believe these motivations
to be unimportant. In developing countries there is strong evidence of demand for
commitment devices due to spousal, familial and neighbor bargaining.2 Both selfcontrol and others-control motivations share the common prediction, that people will
demand commitment devices.
At times we will discuss commitment “contracts” as compared to “devices”. A
commitment contract refers to a commitment device that is an actual contract between two parties, rather than a single-handed arrangement employed by an individual to restrict his or her own choices.3 Note that some contracts will contain
1

Thus buying in bulk is an interesting example of a behavior that could fit three different
interpretations: buying in bulk could be done merely to save transaction costs (e.g., buying a larger
package toilet paper in order to avoid returning the store in a week for more), could be done as a
commitment device in order to resist temptation and fulfill a plan for future behavior (e.g., long
term gym memberships rather than short term), or the reverse could be true in which an individual
avoids buying in bulk in order to avoid ongoing consumption (e.g., buying one candy bar rather than
a box), Wertenbroch (1998). This highlights the earlier point, that understanding the motivation
for the arrangement is key to determining whether something is a commitment device, and that
merely observing the terms of the arrangement does not provide sufficient information to determine
if something is or is not a commitment device.
2
See, for example, Anderson and Baland (2002) and Plateau (2001).
3
Commitment contracts have generated legal discussions since if they are designed to benefit
one party, the “enforcing” party must also receive consideration (i.e., some benefit) in order for
the contracts to be legally binding. This requirement is typically easy to satisfy typically through
the “peppercorn” principle of consideration, i.e., that even if a party receives value no more than a
peppercorn, this is sufficient consideration to be a legally binding contract.
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commitment but will compensate the committing party in advance. These could
be expected when firms benefit from locking in consumers’ future behavior. These
contracts violate the first clause of our definition and raise a set of issues beyond
the scope of this paper, and so for our purposes, compensated contracts are neither
commitment devices nor commitment contracts. However, this line is murky, in that
many arrangements referred to here do generate some benefit outside the contract.
Again, the distinction comes down to motive: was the purpose of the arrangement to
tie one’s future hands, or to receive current benefit? For example, a loan generates
a current benefit, the cash from the disbursal. It also commits the borrower to save,
by requiring loan payments; the motivation is key.

3

Anecdotal Evidence Suggesting a Demand For
Commitment

In this section we provide some anecdotal evidence of demand for commitment, and
discuss some informal arrangements and ad hoc behaviors that can be construed as
commitment devices. As with most behaviors, alternative theories can also account
for the behaviors we discuss here. Later in the paper we present harder and more
careful evidence on commitment devices.
Smoking The majority of smokers say they want to stop, and even try to stop,
but continuously fail. Gallup polling suggests 74% of smokers would like to give up
smoking,4 and the CDC reports that 70% want to quit completely. Quit attempts
are also extensive. In 2006, an estimated 44.2% of adult smokers stopped smoking
for at least one day as part of a quit attempt.5 However success rates are low. Data
variously suggest that fewer than 5% 6 , or 4% to 7% (Hughes et al. (2004)), of quit
attempts annually are successful.
New Year’s Resolutions New Year’s Resolutions are (infamously) unsuccessful.
While evidence is light, one study followed 3,000 resolution makers from 2007. 52%
of resolution makers were confident of success, only 12% actually managed to follow
through with their plans.7 Evidence suggests some of these failures are cyclical:
4

http://www.gallup.com/video/109033/most-smokers-us-want-quit.aspx
http://www.cdc.gov/media/pressrel/r061026a.htm
6
p. 8, Trends in Tobacco Use, American Lung Association, July 2008.
7
http://www.quirkology.com/UK/Experiment_resolution.shtml
5
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roughly 60% of 2009’s resolutions were repeats of failed 2008 resolutions.8
Weight Loss In Gallup polling from 2008, 56% of Americans said they wanted to
lose weight and 30% of Americans said they were seriously trying to lose weight.9
More tellingly, 59% of those interviewed in 2001 said they wanted to lose weight,
implying that at least 15% of Americans were still trying 7 years later.10
Voting Many more Americans claim to have voted than actually did vote. For
example Silver et al. (1986) cite evidence that around 30% of nonvoters reported
voting in studies between 1964 and 1980. At the same time, many Americans state
that they intend to vote, but fail to do so. Pew Research Centers estimated pool of
likely voters, which is itself a proper subset of people who report that they “plan to
vote,”11 has a 10% false positive rate12 .
Various ad hoc Commitment Devices Other limited anecdotal evidence suggests ad hoc behavior that can be construed as commitment devices, including:13
• Cutting up ones credit cards;
• Only taking a fixed amount of cash when heading out to party for a night;
• Buying junk food in small packages rather than buying in bulk;
• Not keeping alcohol in the house;
• Going to a motel room for the day in order to get writing done;
• Drinking through a straw in order to avoid gulping; and
• Buying long term gym memberships rather than paying by the day.14
8

http://www.resolutionresearch.com/news-newyear-surveyresult.html
http://www.gallup.com/poll/21859/close-americans-want-lose-weight.aspx;
http://www.gallup.com/poll/112426/Americans-Weight-Issues-Going-Away.aspx
respectively
10
http://www.gallup.com/poll/112426/Americans-Weight-Issues-Going-Away.aspx
11
http://people-press.org/methodology/files/UnderstandingLikelyVoters.pdf
12
http://people-press.org/report/12/
13
Many of these are cited in Schelling (1984)
14
This phenomenon has been studied in DellaVigna and Malmendier (2006), who find that for
many people paying daily would be cheaper than long term memberships. This is interpreted as
evidence of unsuccessful attempts at committing oneself to exercise.
9
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Theory

Here we review theories that help explain and conceptualize the demand for commitment devices. Studying the theory has three benefits: (1) it clarifies the assumptions
on which welfare evaluations rely; (2) it allows us to model market interactions and
therefore to understand both optimal and market-generated commitment contracts;
and (3) it allow us to leverage our understanding of commitment to explain other
interesting phenomena, such as the puzzles studied in Laibson (1997).
In this review we concentrate on the models that are usually used to analyse
commitment: the quasi-hyperbolic discounting model of Laibson (1997); the temptation and self control theory of Gul and Pesendorfer (2001); and the set of dual
self theories first studied by Thaler and Shefrin (1981). We also review bounded
rationality in these models and discuss how it can explain failures of commitment.
These are the best understood models, and the ones most often used to model commitment. There are, however, many other models that can predict a demand for
commitment. For example, any model that posits (1) preferences that change over
time, (2) preferences that depend on the set of choices,15 (3) preferences that breach
the assumption of independence of irrelevant alternatives,16 or (4) preferences that
are determined in part by past decisions,17 could potentially provide a rationale for
a commitment contract. Models that fall in to these categories will make predictions
regarding choices, psychological processes and welfare.
In all the models that follow below, we discuss a single decision maker as if he or
she were a collection of decision makers over many time periods t = {0, 1, . . .} and
refer to the time t decision maker as the time t self. We begin our discussion with
an example which we hope highlights the difficulty of making welfare statements in
situations where commitments are demanded.
15

The temptation and self control model of Gul and Pesendorfer (2001) is probably the most
well known of these, however other examples include Dekel et al. (2009a), Sarver (2008) and Noor
(2007) to cite just a few from a large literature
16
For example, the optimal expectations model of Brunnermeier and Parker (2005) breaches IIA
as shown by Spiegler (2008). Within this model it is simple to construct an example in which a
decision maker would prefer to remove a particular option from her choice set. Intuitively this occurs
because removing a particular choice will free the agent to hold beliefs which justify a preferred
option.
17
See for example, Koszegi and Rabin (2009). In this model the agent gains utility from “surprising” herself when departing from a plan. She would like to commit herself not to do this.
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4.1

The Runner’s Dilemma

Suppose we observe a runner (Rachel), about to embark on a 10 mile training session
on which she can either run or walk. Before departing, Rachel signs a contract with a
friend that says that if she walks, she will pay $1000 to the friend. This contract acts
to restrict Rachel’s future choices, and is not explicable using standard preferences.18
Our aim in this section is to find a theory of decision-making that will rationalize
Rachel’s choice and indicate whether it is welfare improving. A relatively general
approach would be to assume that the true benefit of running is B and the true
cost is C. We may then model Rachel as two selves, the time 0 or pre-running
Rachel, and the time 1 or running Rachel. We model these Rachels as having beliefs
regarding the costs and benefits. We assume that time t Rachel believes that B = Bt
and C = Ct . Further, we assume that time 0 Rachel has beliefs about what time
1 Rachel believes. In particular we assume that time 0 Rachel believes that time 1
Rachel believes B = B̃ and C = C̃. Throughout we assume that B1 < C1 so that
Rachel will actually walk if no commitment is signed.
Within this context, a decision to commit to running can be rationalized by the
belief of time 0 Rachel that B0 > C0 , but that C̃ > B̃. That is, time 0 Rachel
believes that it is valuable to run, but that time 1 Rachel does not.
Our welfare analysis, however, turns on which Rachel has the better information.
Rachel’s decision to commit will be welfare enhancing if time 1 Rachel will choose
to run if the commitment is in place (B1 + 1000 > C1 ), and time 0 Rachel is correct
in the belief that running is beneficial (B0 > C0 ⇒ B > C). On the other hand,
the decision to commit will be welfare reducing if either of these requirements is not
met. First, time 0 Rachel may be incorrect in her assessment of the impact of the
commitment. That is, it may be that B1 + 1000 < C1 . In this case, Rachel will
not run and will forfeit the money - probably a welfare reducing situation. We will
return to this issue below under the heading of naivete. Second, time 0 Rachel may
be incorrect in her assessment of the true cost or benefit of running. That is, we may
have B0 > C0 , but B < C. In this case, Rachel will still choose to commit so long
as B̃ < C̃, but the decision to commit is welfare reducing. This problem is rarely
discussed in the literature, but it does not seem unreasonable. On the contrary, it
seems natural to assume that time 1 Rachel will have better information about the
costs of running. Further, it is also possible to argue that time 0 Rachel may be
incorrect in her assessment of the costs. In particular, it seems intuitive that pain
becomes less memorable as time goes by and therefore a non-running Rachel may be
18

A “rational” Rachel might be indifferent between having and not having the commitment
contract. However, with even a small amount of uncertainty, she would not sign the contract.
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basing the assessment C0 on a biased measure.
The difficulty here arises because we observe two choices that are in conflict, and
the raw choice data is insufficient to tell us which Rachel is better informed. Two
main approaches have been proposed to tackle this difficulty. The first approach is to
look for preferences that rationalize the choice data, preserving revealed preference.
Such an approach is championed most notably by Gul and Pesendorfer (2008). This
approach implies that both Rachel’s time 0 and time 1 decisions are correct given their
circumstances, and that, because the commitment choice occurs first, it is welfare
enhancing.
The second approach is to deem one of the decisions is a mistake (i.e. not utility
maximizing), and to attempt a welfare evaluation by using the “correct” decision to
establish a welfare criterion. This approach is taken up, for example by Kőszegi and
Rabin (2008) and requires that we specify a model that is capable of differentiating
correct from mistaken choices, perhaps making use of richer data than is usually used
by economists.19 We take no stand on the appropriate approach, but are sympathetic
to a view which suggests that combining choice information with more qualitative
data, such as psychological data, can be helpful.

4.2

Changing Preferences and Hyperbolic Discounting

The demand for commitment was first modeled by Strotz (1956). Strotz noted
that a slight generalization of the Discounted Utility (DU) model implied that an
individual’s intertemporal marginal rate of substitution would differ depending on the
time period in which a decision was made, and that this would lead to a preference for
commitment. Specifically, an individual with preferences that are time separable and
additive assesses the utility from a consumption stream {ct , ct+1 , . . . , cT } according
to
T −t
X
U ({ct , ct+1 , . . . , cT }) =
D(k)u(ct+k , t + k)
k=0

where u is a one period felicity function and D(k) any discount function.
In this framework, preferences are time-consistent if the decision maker deciding
at time t would agree with a decision maker at time t + τ on the relative importance
19

An interesting recent contribution by Bernheim and Rangel (2009) takes what might be considered an intermediate approach. They suggest using choice data to infer all the possible welfare
maximizing actions. In some situations this may be sufficient to make comparisons. In situations
in which it is not, they argue that some decisions can clearly be considered to be better.
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of consumption across any two periods, for all τ .20 Strotz showed that this is only
the case if D(k) = δ k (i.e. the time consistent exponential discounting model);
for any other function the preferences are time inconsistent. Time inconsistency
implies that different selves differ in their assessment of the best course of action,
and consequently that each time period’s decision maker would like to restrict the
set of choices available to his future selves.
Strotz (1956) argued that introspection implied a function that overvalues current
consumption. A simple and tractable formulation that allows for such preferences
was provided by Phelps and Pollak (1968) and Laibson (1997):
U ({ct , ct+1 , . . . , cT }) = u(ct ) + β

T −t
X

δ k u(ct+k ),

k=1

where β ≤ 1. Laibson argued that this model captures the essence of hyperbolic
discounting favored by psychological evidence,21 but retains the tractability of the
DU model. This representation of the decision process, referred to as the quasihyperbolic discounting model, does not have an obvious welfare function associated
with it. It suffers from the same problem as the runners dilemma above; time 0
Rachel does not agree with time 1 Rachel, because time 1 Rachel over discounts the
future by β relative to what time 0 Rachel would prefer.
Two approaches have been taken to welfare in this model. First, if a policy can
be shown to be Pareto improving, in the sense that all selves prefer the policy, then
it must be welfare improving. This criteria, however, does not provide a complete
ordering. The second is to assume, as O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999a) do, that the
time-0 exponential discounting utility function
U ({c0 , c1 , . . . , cT }) =

T
X

δ k u(ck ),

(1)

k=0

represents the “correct” preferences. We might refer to these preferences as the “normative” prefernces in that we the researchers are passing judgement, and declaring
them better. Using this welfare criterion, it is possible to show that a choice to take
out a commitment contract must always be welfare improving.
Four points should be noted about the quasi-hyperbolic model. First, the assertion that (1) represents the correct preferences is just an assumption, and one that
20

Formally we require that the marginal rate of substitution
the date at which it is assessed.
21
For a review, see Ainslie (1992)
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∂U
∂U
∂ct / ∂ct+τ

is the same regardless of

is difficult to test. Second, decisions need not reflect what is best for the individual
based on the normative preferences. Therefore, revealed preference no longer holds
for making welfare statements. For example, an individual deciding to smoke at time
t may be maximizing time t preferences but not the normative preferences. Third,
quasi-hyperbolic preferences do not allow for the possibility that successful self control may be costly – if an agent does not choose a particular alternative, then it is
assumed that the alternative’s presence in the choice set has no impact on welfare.
Fourth, because tastes change over time some assumption must be made in order to
determine how the conflict is resolved. For the moment we assume that the decision
maker is aware of the conflict and in this setting, it is popular to model the decision
process as an extensive form game between the various selves and to look for subgame perfect Nash Equilibria.22 This approach has the difficulty that it may lead
to serious multiplicity of results, even when sensible refinements are applied (Krusell
and Smith Jr (2003)).

4.3

Choice-Set-Dependent Utility

Choice-set-dependent utility models study preferences over sets or menus of choices,
from which an actual choice will be made at a later date. The utility of the individual thus depends directly on the set from which she will eventually choose, rather
than on the actual choice that she makes. This approach was first used by Kreps
(1979) to model a preference for flexibility. In order to accommodate a preference
for commitment, it must be the case that utility is weakly decreasing in the size of
the choice set, controlling for the choice that is made.
Gul and Pesendorfer (2001, 2004a) (GP) provide a leading example of a choice
set dependent utility model, which maintains the assumption of revealed preferences
and also allows for self control. Traditional choice theory assumes that if A is weakly
preferred to B then A will be chosen from the set A ∪ B and therefore the inclusion
of B in this set is irrelevant. Formally
A  B ⇒ A ∼ A ∪ B.

(2)

In situations where the alternative B is tempting, however, this need not be the case.
Intuitively, if B is tempting, then its presence in the choice set A ∪ B implies that
the decision maker will need to apply costly self control to avoid choosing it. This
leads Gul and Pesendorfer to relax the above axiom, replacing it with
A  B ⇒ A  A ∪ B  B.
22

(3)

The case in which the decision maker is not aware of his inner conflict is discussed below under
the heading of naivete and bounded rationality.
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This axiom allows for the usual case, but also the case in which the individual would
prefer to remove B from the set of choices (i.e. A  A ∪ B). This preference could be
motivated by one of two possibilities. First, it may be that B would be chosen from
the set A∪B (i.e. A∪B ∼ B) or, second, it may be that A would be chosen, but there
would be a cost of this choice relative to being committed to A (i.e. A ∪ B  B).
Adding the axiom (3) to the usual axioms of choice, GP derive the following
representation for preferences over choice sets:


U (z) = max u(b) + v(b) + δU (z 0 ) − max v(c), 23
c∈z

b∈z

where z is the choice set in the current period, u and v are V nM utility functions,
δ ≤ 1 is the discount rate and z 0 is the next period choice set (which will in general
depend on b). When considering consumption choices for example, z is present
wealth. The representation can be given the following interpretation. u represents
the agents “commitment preferences”. That is, if the agent were choosing from the
set {a} then she would receive utility u(a). The difference v(a) − maxc∈z v(c) ≥ 0
represents the self control cost of choosing option a from a set in which there are
other more tempting alternatives, therefore v can be thought of as a measure of the
decision makers temptation utility. GP provide additional assumptions which imply
that period 1 choice is made so as to maximize u + v, which is suggested by this
representation of period 0 preferences.24
Two key characteristics distinguish the GP model from the quasi-hyperbolic
model. First, the GP model is consistent with revealed preference. For example,
a time 1 self that chooses to smoke is taking the preference maximizing action given
the costs of self control associated with the choice set from which she must choose.
Second, disutility in the GP model is a function of the choice set and thus allows for
costly self control, while disutility in the hyperbolic model is strictly a function of the
actions taken. For example, consider a diner deciding between steak and fish. In the
hyperbolic model if fish is chosen in period 1, then there is no cost associated with
steak being on the menu. In the GP model, the existence of the steak may be a cost.
Formally the GP model can rationalize {f ish} 0 {steak, f ish} and f ish 1 steak
while the hyperbolic model cannot.25
23

GP allow for lotteries over choices and therefore, we ignore this possibility here for expositional
purposes.
24
The model has been extended in several ways, for example to allow for utility to depend on
multiple tempting choices rather than the most tempting (Dekel et al. (2009b)) or to allow for
choice sets to be tempting (Noor (2007)). In their presentation GP use an axiom which cannot
actually be tested in their framework, Noor (2009) provides choice observable axioms for the period
1 behavior of a GP agent.
25
t are period t preferences.
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Researchers differ on whether revealed preference is an important feature of a
model, and there is a lively debate about the way in which it should be used.26 On
the other hand, the second feature of the model may have significant behavioral
implications. For example, consider an agent that lives for three periods and has
no income in the third period but can save at a positive interest rate in period 2.
Suppose that this individual can choose in period 1 to signup for “social security”
which removes a small portion of her period 2 income and transfers it to period 3,
but at a zero interest rate. We might think this would help an agent that demands
commitment. However, a quasi-hyperbolic individual will not signup for social security as it will merely crowd out saving in period 2.27 A GP decision maker, however,
may sign up, as she values the smaller choice set in period 2 (Gul and Pesendorfer
(2004b)).

4.4

Dual Self Models

The GP representation is open to the following interpretation: the decision maker
consists of a long run, planning, self and a series of short run, doing, selves. The long
run self has preferences given by u, while the short run selves have preferences given
by v. The long run self can exert influence on the short run self in order to change
choices, but must pay a mental cost that is equal to v(a) − maxc∈B v(c) in order
to implement choice a. The GP model can therefore capture the possibility that
the brain is made up of two decision making entities or selves.28 This observation
provides a link between the GP model and a long tradition in psychology, and a
smaller selection of formal dual self models in economics.
Dual self models differ in their structure, but all posit a long run self and a
short run self that are in some kind of conflict. Formal models currently in the
literature differ in two key ways. First, the source of conflict differs - for example,
the short run selves may be myopic (Fudenberg and Levine (2006) and Thaler and
Shefrin (1981)), face a distorted utility function (Benhabib and Bisin (2005)), or be
addicted (Bernheim and Rangel (2004)). Second, the means of control may differ. For
example, the long run self may face a cost of manipulating the short run preferences
(Fudenberg and Levine (2006) and Thaler and Shefrin (1981)), have a limited ability
to keep decisions consistent with a preset plan (Benhabib and Bisin (2005)) or face
26

See for example, the papers in Caplin and Schotter (2008)
Some conditions must be met for this statement to be true. In particular the agent cannot be
too myopic and must have concave utility in each period.
28
Fudenberg and Levine (2006) and Benabou and Pycia (2002) formalize this claim. See
also Loewenstein and O’Donoghue (2004) for a discussion of the relationship between the quasihyperbolic model and dual self models.
27
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a stochastic process which determines whether the long run or short run self has
complete control (Bernheim and Rangel (2004)).
Regardless of the specifics, these models all predict that the long run decision
maker would benefit from commitment contracts which curtail the set of actions
available to its future short run selves. These models have the advantage of directly
incorporating psychological processes, and providing clear welfare rules based on the
preferences of the long run self.
Dual self models, by specifying the process through which decisions are made,
can help us to widen the sorts of contracts that we consider. For example, the Cue
based theory of Bernheim and Rangel indicates that commitment contracts may more
usefully restrict the choice of locations rather than the actual choice of consumptions.
For example, if someone has trouble controlling their consumption while at a mall,
it is potentially better to commit to not go to the mall, rather than committing to
a lower level of consumption through high savings. This will avoid the problem of
self control, but also vitiate any concerns stemming from committing to particular
saving levels in the presence of an uncertain income.29

4.5
4.5.1

Sophistication, Naivete and Bounded Rationality
Two Formulations of Naivete

Throughout the above discussion we have implicitly assumed that a decision maker
making a decision at time t is aware of the actions and utility that will accrue to
future decision makers. There is, however, some evidence that agents are not fully
aware of their self-control abilities, or their likely future actions. Addressing these
facts requires that we incorporate bounded rationality into our models. Importantly,
this addition clarifies some situations in which agents demand too much or too little
commitment.
There are two popular approaches to incorporating bounded rationality. The
first was introduced in a series of papers by O’Donoghue and Rabin.30 They consider the quasi-hyperbolic model discussed above and associate with each individual
three parameters (β̂, β, δ). β̂ is the decision maker’s estimate of her own degree of
dynamic inconsistency β. So an individual for whom β̂ = β is not boundedly rational. O’Donoghue and Rabin refer to these individuals as sophisticates. On the other
hand, individuals for whom β̂ = 1 believe that their future selves will behave optimally and do not recognize their inconsistency. O’Donoghue and Rabin refer to these
29

This issue is discussed in more depth in Amador et al. (2006) who show that in the presence of
uncertainty, minimum saving requirements are often optimal contracts.
30
For example O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999a).
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individuals as Naifs. Finally those individuals for whom β̂ ∈ (β, 1) are considered to
be partially naive.
Eliaz and Spiegler (2006) adopt a different approach to modeling boundedly rational or naive agents. They assume that an agent’s current preferences regarding
future consumption are given by g and that her future preferences will be given by
f . Naivete is captured by assuming that the agent believes that with probability p
her future preferences will be g and with probability 1 − p her future preferences will
be f . Thus p = 0 is sophistication and p = 1 is complete naivete.31
Both formulations of partial naivete allow for agents to under-commit their future
selves, and thus make commitments that they do not follow through on. Thus, it is
possible to exploit partially naive agents by charging them for the chance to undercommit.32 The two formulations, however, seem to differ in their interpretation. For
example, an individual who is partially naive under the O’Donoghue Rabin definition
will believe with certainty that they will act in a particular way and then be surprised
by their future actions. They can therefore be properly seen as making mistakes if
they sign a contract that they think will commit them, but which does not. On the
other hand, an Eliaz/Spiegler agent will commit to a contract while fully aware that
they may not fulfill their commitment, but believing that the choice to commit is
the superior one given the information that they have. This is harder to view as
a mistake, even if we posit that the agent has an objectively incorrect probability
distribution over her future actions.33
The models also differ in their behavioral and welfare implications. For example,
Heidhues and Koszegi (2008) construct a model of credit card borrowing and consider
the impact of naivete on welfare. They show that in the O’Donoghue/Rabin formulation there is a discrete loss in utility associated with the move from full sophistication
to any naivete. On the other hand in the Eliaz and Spiegler (2006) formulation there
is no such discontinuity. This implies that there are different welfare predictions
from the credit market regulations they consider. The discrepancy occurs because
the O’Donoghue/Rabin consumer that is very slightly naive is confident that she will
carry through with her future plans - but will in fact be wrong about this. On the
31

A similar formulation appears in Dekel et al. (2009b) in their discussion of uncertainty regarding
temptation in a GP style model of choice set dependent utility. Their formulation, however, is one
of uncertainty rather than bounded rationality as the agent is presumed to have a correct prior over
the future utility functions.
32
See DellaVigna and Malmendier (2004), Gottlieb (2008), Eliaz and Spiegler (2006) and Heidhues
and Koszegi (2008) for more in depth discussion of this and related issues.
33
As we will see below Eliaz and Spiegler (2006) make use of a model in which there is an objective
probability q that the agent will have future preference v. To the extent that p 6= q the agent can
be seen as objectively mistaken.
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other hand, the Eliaz/Speigler consumer puts a very high probability on the action
that she will actually take. Research addressing the appropriate way to mode naivete
would therefore be helpful.

4.6

Soft Commitments

The theory discussed so far does not do a good job of explaining soft commitments.
While there has been much discussion of concepts such as mental accounting, which
would allow for soft commitment, there is a dearth of papers which formalize these
intuitions and their welfare and behavioral implications. Soft commitment seems to
be an area in which a better understanding of the actual decision process becomes
important. For, example, it is possible to include soft commitments in the quasihyperbolic model, but the process does not seem compelling. Specifically, there are
an infinite number of equilibria in the intrapersonal game that is usually used to
model infinite time quasi-hyperbolic decisions. This suggests that soft commitments
could be used as a form of equilibrium selection. This argument, however, only raises
the question of why these are not seen merely as cheap talk. There are many modeling
options which could be pursued and we believe the returns would be substantial.

5

Evidence for Particular Theories that Lead to
Demand for Commitment Devices

In this section we review evidence from economics, psychology and neuroscience on
the theories discussed above. We first discuss laboratory evidence on time discount
rates, and discuss competing interpretations and alternative methods of elicitation.
Then we will examine studies that compare laboratory elicitations of discount rates
or similar parameters to “real world” behavior either in the short term or long term.
Lastly we will discuss the neuroeconomics evidence and its implications for commitment devices.

5.1

Direct Evidence on Discount Rates

Some of the earliest evidence in support of time inconsistent or temptation preferences – both of which predict a demand for commitment – comes from laboratory
experiments in psychology and economics. Two types of evidence are often cited.
First, discount rates, elicited using a subject’s willingness to pay for rewards at
different dates relative to today, tend to be decreasing over time. Thaler (1991),
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Loewenstein and Thaler (1989), Loewenstein and Prelec (1992), Kirby and Herrnstein (1995), Ainslie (1992) and Benzion et al. (1989) cite early evidence to this
effect.
To take one an example, the subjects in Thaler (1991) – students from the University of Oregon – were told that they had won a monetary prize which they could
take now or later. They were asked how much they would require to make them indifferent between receiving the prize now, or later. The subjects received 3 × giving
3 prize values and 3 waiting times. Thaler’s results show that the amount of discounting is initially high, but then levels out. For example the median subject was
indifferent between $15 today, $ 30 in 3 months, $60 in one year and $100 in three
years. The first comparison implies a three month discount rate of 0.5 the second a
three month discount rate of 0.7 and the third a three month discount rate of 0.85.
These results seem to imply hyperbolic or quasi-hyperbolic discounting, but are also
compatible with other explanations, such as decreasing temptation over time.
Second, perhaps more directly, researchers have asked individuals to choose across
same-length time periods that vary in their proximity to “now,” and show that preferences reverse as the first time period moves further into the future. The intuition
from Thaler (1991) is that an agent may prefer one apple today to two apples tomorrow, but will almost certainly prefer two apples in a year and a day to one apple
in a year; thus many people display preference reversals. Recent evidence comes
from two studies in developing countries. In a study in the Philippines, Ashraf et
al. (2006b) ask “would you prefer 200 pesos now or 250 pesos in a month” and
“would you prefer 200 pesos in 6 months or 250 pesos in 7 months”. They repeat
these questions for various peso values and find that 28% of their sample of Filippino
microfinance clients exhibit preference reversals in which he client is more patient
in the future time period than in the current time period. Bauer et al. (2008) ask
similar questions with real money (whereas the Ashraf et al study used hypothetical
questions) of Indian microfinance clients, and find that 20% of their sample exhibit
reversals. These findings support some kind of break with the time consistent exponential discounting model, but can be reconciled with both the quasi-hyperbolic and
GP models presented above.
However, four arguments suggest interpreting these laboratory results differently,
such that they do not imply a potential demand for commitment devices. The first
argument, from Rubinstein (2003) uses a boundedly rational model which focuses
on cognitive and procedural aspects of choice rather than on utility or preferences.
Rubinstein argues that a “similarity” based decision making process can explain
evidence of preference reversals. The idea is that any choice over time can be thought
of as choosing between pairs (x, t) where x is a reward and t is a time. Rubinstein
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argues that the agent first looks at a choice to determine if there is similarity between
the x’s or t’s. If there is similarity in one dimension the decision is made on the basis
of which outcome is larger in the other dimension. It seems intuitive that today and
tomorrow are not similar and that a year from now and a year and a day are similar.
Suppose, we ask how many apples in one year make an agent indifferent to 2 apples
in a year and one day, and the agent says y. Then we can argue that y < 2 and
also that y is similar to 2. On the other hand, if we ask how many apples today
makes you indifferent to 2 apples tomorrow and the agent says z, then we can argue
that z < 2 and that z is not similar to 2. Combining these observations it seems
reasonable to argue that z < y, and therefore we see a preference reversal. This
model of the cognitive process generates the above cited laboratory results, but does
not imply demand for a commitment device.
The second points out a risk confound. Keren and Roelofsma (1995), Andersen et al. (2008) and Fernandez-Villaverde and Mukherji (2002) argue that the time
“today” is privileged in its relationship to uncertainty (or lack thereof). An agent
knows everything about today. In particular, she knows if she is hungry, how much
money she has etc. Therefore when deciding between one apple today and two tomorrow the agent is choosing between a certain outcome (eating, given her hunger
at this moment) and an uncertain outcome (eating tomorrow, in an uncertain state
of hunger), while her choices for one year from now are both made under equally
uncertain conditions. Fernandez-Villaverde and Mukherji (2002) show that the differing risks is sufficient to drive preference reversals, and Andersen et al. (2008) show
how simultaneously estimating risk preferences provides better theoretical estimates
of the time preference parameters, and tends to decrease the evidence for decreasing
discount rates. Again, as with Rubinstein’s cognitive model, this theory or confound
does not predict that reversals will correlate with use of commitment device.
The third argument puts forward an alternative functional form that can accommodate the typical answers to time discounting questions but does not require
hyperbolic or quasi-hyperbolic discounting. Benhabib et al. (2006) elicit discount
rates for a group of NYU students. They find that a small fixed cost, on the order of
$4, is associated with delaying a reward to any time in the future, when compared
with today. Such a specification can create preference reversals, but does not imply
a large demand for commitment. Instead, each self will over consume by $4 – hardly
worth bothering to sign a commitment contract over. One obvious explanation for
the findings in Benhabib et al. (2006) is that some goods are tempting and some are
not. In this case, we may think that the rewards offered by Benhabib et al. (2006) –
money – were not particularly tempting. The GP model can easily capture the different temptation characteristics of different goods, and so can suitable generalizations
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of the hyperbolic discounting function.
The fourth argument points out that preference-reversal questions, if viewed as
pure finance questions, should be answered as such, and not as questions about
consumption that relate to one’s utility function (if the individual has access to
complete financial markets for debt and savings). Thus, there is a “correct” answer
in that one answer will be net-present-value maximizing for respondents, and even
hyperbolic, quasi-hyperbolic, GP, etc. agents will always maximize the net present
value of their future cash flows. This argument has been made in several settings
(e.g., see Mulligan (1996)) and implies that those who appear time inconsistent must
be suffering from other biases in decision making, which may or may not predict
commitment.
These arguments share the common implication that the observed reversals in
time discounting should not predict a preference for commitment. Which interpretation is correct is, however, an empirical question. If the above laboratory questions
predict usage of commitment devices then that lends support to the time inconsistent or GP models relative to the alternative models. Ashraf et al. (2006b) test this.
They worked with a rural bank in the Philippines to offer 700 individuals an option
of opening a commitment savings account. The SEED (Save, Earn, Enjoy Deposits)
program aimed to help clients who wanted to save more but found themselves not
achieving their goals. SEED accounts offered the choice of two different withdrawalside commitment features: either (1) a time-based maturity, in which the account
balance would become available for withdrawal only at a specified future date, or
(2) an amount-based maturity, in which the account balance would become available only once the account-holder reached a specified goal of total savings balance.
202 clients (28% of those offered) opened a SEED account, despite the fact that
the account offered no increase in interest rate in exchange for the loss of liquidity.
Ashraf et al. (2006b) report that clients who exhibit preference reversals were 12.5%
points more likely to open a SEED account, the effect being driven largely by female
borrowers.

5.2

Long Term Evidence on Discount Rates

Walter Mischel has a series of studies which correlate the short term discount rates
of children with their long run life outcomes. The studies began by considering the
ability of 4 year olds to delay gratification. The children were given a small amount
of candy, and told that if they did not consume the candy, they would receive a
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larger amount later.34 While this setup does not document preference reversals, it
does document very high discount rates for children who prefer the smaller amount of
candy, as did a significant portion of the sample. This is, we believe, enough to infer
a self control problem. Specifically, if we observe an agent choose one marshmallow
now over 2 marshmallows in an hour, then standard exponential discounting and
linearity in utility from marshmallows would tell us that the same agent will also
choose one marshmallow now over 16,777,216 marshmallows in a day.35 The key point
is stated by O’Donoghue and Rabin (2006a): “Without [present bias], economists
have no coherent model of short-term impatience.” The children with particularly
high discount rates are, therefore, likely to be suffering from self control problems,
and their behavior can be a laboratory for studying long term impacts of a lack of
self control.
Mischel and Mischel (1983) note several behaviors which allowed the children to
wait longer for the larger reward – Mischel’s rules. Children were able to wait longer
when their attention was shifted, when they could not see the reward, when they
were in a cold state, rather than a hot state,36 and when they were told to be task
oriented rather than reward oriented.37 Moreover, in several studies, some children
worked out how to focus on something other than the marshmallow (e.g., hiding
the marshmallow or concentrating on some other game), thus creating their own
soft commitment device of a sort. This behavior lends support to a view in which
some people have self control problems, and within this group a subset of people are
able to develop strategies to deal with them. Understanding who falls in to which
group (i.e., is it a result of nature or nurture, a result of education, etc.,) would be
interesting and useful.38
Perhaps most telling, the children’s behavior in these experiments predicts future
34

The reactions of the children to these experiments is worth a trip to youtube (search “Mischel
marshmallow”).
35
The fact that the agent chooses one marshmallow over two in an hour implies δ ≤ 21 . Therefore
1
over twenty-four hours the comparison is 1 versus δ 24 x. This implies x ≥ (1/2)
24 = 16, 777, 216
36
A hot state was created by telling the children to concentrate on the taste of the reward, and
a cold state by telling children to think about the abstract qualities of the reward.
37
Thinking about their aim, rather than what the rewards would be like.
38
Interestingly, the children often waited for a significant amount of time before giving in to the
temptation and consuming the candy. This sort of behavior cannot be explained with a sophisticated
model. An agent that knows that they will eventually give in, should give in immediately. This sort
of behavior is also reported by Skiba and Tobacman (2008) in relation to pay day loans. They note
that many defaulting borrowers have already paid out many pay day loans before their default.
This sort of behavior is hard to explain with a calibrated quasi-hyperbolic model and leads them
to conclude that pay day borrowers are best modeled as partially naive agents. The experiments,
therefore, provide support for boundedly rational models of self control.
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life success ten years later. Those who were better able to delay gratification are more
attentive, better able to concentrate, exhibit greater fustration tolerance (Shoda et al.
(1990)), have higher SAT scores, are perceived as more competent by their parents
and peers (Mischel et al. (1989)) and are less likely to take drugs (Ayduk et al.
(2000)). This series of studies suggests that children who are more patient or are
able to put self control mechanisms in place go on to live more satisfactory lives, by
some measures, and Suggests that commitment contracts may be able to limit the
impact of this lack of childhood development.
Ameriks et al. (2007) also present evidence on the life impact of self-control
problems in a sample of TIAA-CREF clients. They use a novel survey based approach
to determine whether an individual has a self control problem. They present subjects
with a hypothetical in which the subject has won 10 dinners to be used over the next
2 years. The subjects are first asked how they would ideally spread the dinners over
the next two year. Next they are asked how they would actually spread the dinners.
Those who expect to use the dinners earlier than idea are seen as being tempted by
current consumption, those who expect to consume them late are seen as tempted
by delay. The data collected suggest that 12.1% of the sample are tempted by
over-consumption, and that 18.6% of the sample is tempted by delay (taking the
dinners too late). The researchers also find that the gap between expected and
ideal consumption is strongly predictive of lifetime wealth accumulation, with the
average over consumer accumulating 20% less wealth than someone with no self
control problem and the average over consumer accumulating 25% more. Again the
study shows the potential for commitment to have real impacts in people’s lives and
also seems to validate the use of these questions as providing an accurate measure
of self control.

5.3

Neuroscientific Evidence

Neuroscience, psychology and psychiatry have long traditions of treating the brain or
person as modular, consisting of at least two parts that are in some kind of conflict.
There are two parts to the neuroscientific dual self theory of the brain, which can
be mapped onto the economic dual self theories discussed above. First, the brain
has two sources of motivation with conflicting desires. Second, the ability of the
“controlling” center to alter behavior is limited.39 Both of these propositions have
found support in neuroscientific studies.
39

It is not clear how we decide that the controlling part of the brain should be the part that we
use for welfare comparisons.
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Evidence consistent with the first hypothesis can be found in the study of McClure et al. (2004). They use functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to
measure brain activity in subjects making intertemporal decisions. They show that
the limbic system (often associated with affective decisions making) is activated preferentially by decisions involving immediate reward, while decisions involving future
rewards activate only the lateral prefrontal cortex (often associated with control
and long term planning). McClure et al. summarize their findings as supporting
the conclusions that “human behavior is often governed by a competition between
lower level, automatic processes that may reflect evolutionary adaptations to particular environments, and the more recently evolved, uniquely human capacity for
abstract, domain-general reasoning and future planning.”40 This evidence is at least
suggestive, if not conclusive of the existence of two separate sectors of the brain with
different aims (for different evidence that is more consistent with a single motivation
see Glimcher et al. (2007)) The approach, however, does not shed light on how the
two areas interact and is consistent with most of the models discussed in our theory
section.
Evidence for the second hypothesis is less direct but compelling. Intuitively, if
control is limited, then giving a person a task that uses the resources of the “controlling” center should change behavior, making “lower level” behavior more dominant.
This is exactly what is found by Shiv and Fedorikhin (1999). They randomly assigned subjects to remember a 2 or 7 digit number. The subjects were then asked to
walk to another room, being offered on the way a choice between a slice of cake or a
bowl of fruit salad. 59 percent of those in the 7 digit treatment chose the cake, while
only 37 per cent of those in the 2 digit treatment did. One obvious interpretation of
this finding is that the controlling center has a limited capacity and that it cannot
divert resources to self control when it is attempting to do other things.41 A more
direct approach can be found in the work pioneered by Baumeister et al. (1994).
This literature first primes treatment subjects, requiring them to engage in an activity that requires self control (for example not looking at words on the bottom of
a TV screen). They are then asked to make a decision in which self control is important. In general the findings show that treatment subjects act more impulsively
in the second activity, suggesting that some of the controlling center’s capacity was
exhausted by the first activity’s self control demands. In an interesting recent study
in this vein, Vohs and Faber (2007) ask subjects to write an essay about anything
that came into their head and told half of the participants not to think about a white
40

At 506.
To be strictly consistent with the dual self approach, this experiment requires that cognition
and self control centers are the same.
41
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bear, and to put a dash on the top of their paper every time they did. Everyone
was then offered the opportunity to spend ten dollars on impulse consumption items
(e.g., gum, playing cards, etc.) or keep the money and go home. On average those
who were asked to not think about a white bear spent $4.05 on impulsive goods
while the control group spent only $1.21 (p < 0.001). It would be interesting to see
an experiment which combines the two approaches from McClure et al. (2004) and
Shiv and Fedorikhin (1999), simultaneously looking at limited self control and the
area of the brain that is working.42
While supporting a dual self model, it is not clear how much support these last
two findings lend to the demand for commitment. Specifically, many commitment
devices do not take options off the table, but rather make one of the options more
costly; however this need not change the amount of self control needed to resist. The
temptation that a chocolate cake presents to the primitive brain would seem to be
independent of its cost, so long as that cost is pushed into the future. The impact
depends how we imagine the brain to work. On the one hand, self control may simply
be limited; an agent can either remember large numbers, or can exercise self control,
but cannot do both. In this case, changing the price of the chocolate cake would have
no impact on the agent’s choice. On the other hand, we may consider self control
to be represented by an increasing convex cost function. In this case, increasing the
price of the chocolate cake might make it worthwhile for the agent to exert the effort
necessary to resist the temptation.43 However, under this interpretation, raising the
cost of the cake would be welfare reducing, assuming that the agent has to pay the
cost of self control.
A third interpretation of the experiments, however, is that they confirm the
importance of soft commitment. Rather than making a hard commitment to not eat
chocolate cake, a more useful commitment in this case would be to avoid chocolate
cake while remembering long numbers, or in a more real world example, relevant to
(one of) the authors, to remove tempting foods from view while working hard on a
42

Work in this direction has already begun. For example, Knoch and Fehr (2007) use rTMS to
disable particular parts of the brain and then consider the ability of the subject to resist temptations.
They find evidence which they believe implies that the right prefrontal cortex is responsible for our
capacity to resist temptation. While this is suggestive, it does not seem to be able to answer our
questions about how the self control is affected and in particular whether someone remembering a
7 digit number has exhausted the ability for lateral prefrontal cortex to control the limbic system
when resisting a chocolate cake.
43
It is not clear how the GP model should approach this question. It provides no definition of
temptation and therefore we are free to assume that free chocolate cakes are more tempting than
$10 chocolate cakes. However, once we consider models of brain function, this seems to be a less
realistic modeling choice.
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review paper.
Finally, we note that research on this neuroscientific evidence could fruitfully proceed in the same way as research on preferences reversals. The Shiv and Fedorikhin
(1999) suggests an alternate measure of self control, different from the preference
reversal questions used by Ashraf et al. (2006b) and the survey questions used by
Ameriks et al. (2007): how many digits can an individual remember and still avoid
the chocolate cake? It would be interesting to see whether such a measures correlate
with the use of any kind of commitment device.

6

Evidence of Actual Commitment Devices

This section presents evidence of people actually making use of commitment devices.
First, we review laboratory evidence in which individuals impose commitments on
themselves. Second, we discuss a series of studies explaining how informal institutions
often serve as commitment devices. Third, we discuss research which studies more
formal, market supplied, commitment contracts and consider their effectiveness in
changing behavior and outcomes.

6.1

Lab Evidence

Read et al. (1999) study simultaneous and sequential choice of virtue (long term benefits) and vice (short term benefits).44 An individual is said to make a simultaneous
choice if she decides now what she will consume in the future, and to make a sequential choice if she must decide later, at the time of the consumption. Commitment,
therefore, is transforming a decision from a sequential into a simultaneous decision.
Subjects in the Read et al. (1999) experiment chose a series of three movies to watch
on three different days. The choices were made from a list of highbrow and lowbrow
movies. In the simultaneous treatment they chose all three ahead of time and in the
sequential treatment they chose on each day. In the simultaneous treatment 44%
of subjects chose virtue for their first movie, 64% for the second and 71% for the
third. In the sequential treatment, subjects chose virtue approximately 45% of the
time for all three movies. This experiment shows the success of a commitment device
in changing behavior, but does not address the demand for commitment since subjects were not given the choice to choice simultaneously or sequentially, but rather
randomized into the different groups. Thus the welfare implication is unclear.
44

Their defintition of a virtue is similar to Dellavigna and Malmendier’s (2004) definition of an
investment good.
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Trope and Fishbach (2000) study self imposed penalties in the context of a medical test. Subjects received a glucose test, and were told that the results would help
inform them how to maintain the blood glucose level optimal for their cognitive functioning. The subjects were told that the test required them to avoid sugary foods for
either 3 days or 6 hours in order to be effective. This situation can, consequently,
be seen as one with a long term gain – the information – and a short term cost – the
pain of avoiding sugary foods. Subjects were also asked how much they would be
willing to pay if they did not successfully fast; and importantly, they were required
to pay this amount. On average those required to fast for 6 hours set a penalty of
$1.49 and those required to fast for 3 days set a penalty of $3.86. This is direct
evidence of self imposed commitment, as subjects facing greater temptation imposed
higher costs on their own potential failure.
In the same paper, Trope and Fishbach (2000) studied whether subjects were
willing to make a bonus contingent on completing a task. Subjects were told that
they would undertake testing to assess their risk of heart disease. Subjects were
assigned to two treatments. In one treatment, the test was described as “strenuous
and unpleasant” and in the other it was “easy and comfortable”. The subjects were
told that they would receive a payment which they could either receive before the
test (unconditional on completing the test) or after the test (conditional on taking
the test) and were asked to give a preference on a six point scale for receiving the
bonus conditional on the test. Of those students to whom health was important, the
average interest in the conditional payment was 4 in the unpleasant treatment and
2.5 in the easy and comfortable treatment. Among those to whom health was not
important, the impact of the treatment was reversed and overall interest was lower.
Agents seemed to demand commitment to help them with a difficult task, but only
sought that commitment if they saw a long term benefit.
Ariely and Wertenbroch (2002) studied the choices and performance of student
workers who had to undertake three tasks in twenty one days. The students were
divided into three groups. First, the even spaced group was told that their papers
would be due at evenly spaced intervals throughout the 21 days. Second, the maximum flexibility group was told that they could hand the papers in at any time
before the end of the course. Third, the free choice group was given the choice to
set deadlines at the beginning of the course. The students were told that any deadlines they set would be enforced. Ariely and Wertenbroch find that students in the
free choice group chose to set deadlines on themselves that were before the last day
possible. Further, students in the free choice group performed better than students
in the maximum flexibility group, and completed fewer of their tasks late. Interestingly those in the even spaced group performed best of all. The results indicate a
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demand for commitment, and also indicate that providing the ability to commit can
improve performance. The results also show that agents may not be able to demand
the optimal commitments, perhaps because of some form of naivete, temptation over
menus, or as Ariely and Wertenbroch argue, because the decision makers can see the
normative appeal of removing all restrictions on themselves.

6.2

Informal Commitments in the Field

A preference for commitment also provides an explanation for several financial behaviors observed in developing countries, including informal deposit collection, rotating savings and credit associations (ROSCAs), and participation in microcredit
programs.
Besley (1995) finds that local savings opportunities in West Africa offer negative
interest on savings. This finding shows that some people are willing to pay to have
money taken out of their hands. The SafeSave program in Bangladesh shows similar
results (Rutherford (2000)) offering a deposit collection and borrowing service with
effective negative interest rates on savings. While one interpretation of these findings
is simply that individuals need to protect their savings from theft, from spouses, or
from neighbors, another interpretation is that people are willing to pay in order to
have their savings protected from themselves and their own impulses. The most
direct evidence on this proposition, however, is unclear. Ashraf et al. (2006a) asked
time discounting questions of a group of individuals marketed a deposit collection
service. They see a lower uptake of deposit collection services among those who
exhibited preference reversals. This offer was made subsequent to the commitment
savings account SEED, discussed above, and thus the results could be a confound
due to their commitment needs already being satisfied. Or, it could be the simpler
explanation that in this context the deposit collection service was not perceived as
a commitment device.
For other low-income savers, Rotating Savings and Credit Associations (ROSCAs)
may serve the role of commitment device. ROSCAs function as group savings mechanisms, where group members periodically meet and contribute their savings to a
communal pot, which is then awarded at the end of the meeting to one of the group
members. Many theories have been put forward to explain the use of ROSCAs. The
key counterfactual is to understand why individuals participate rather than save on
their own. It is important to understand that once one joins a ROSCA, failure to
save incurs the cost of a loss of social collateral (i.e., ire from one’s fellow ROSCA
members). Thus ROSCAs have been put forward as a commitment device. Gugerty
(2007) presents econometric as well as ethnographic evidence supporting this hy26

pothesis, and documents quotes from Kenyan women that “Saving money at home
can make you extravagant in using it,” “Sitting with other members helps you to
save,” and “You can’t save alone.” However, as mentioned above, an alternative
but not mutually exclusive explanation is strategic, to keep money away from others
(Anderson and Baland (2002)).
Ambec and Treich (2007) also show how ROSCAs can serve as a self-control
mechanism. Hyperbolic consumers desire to make extra cash unavailable to themselves so that the cash is not spent on temptation goods of no long-term value. If
accumulated into larger sums, then the temptation for small frivolous goods is overwhelmed by the ability to buy a large indivisible good of long term value to the
consumer (e.g., a roof for their home). By waiting until they win the ROSCA pot,
individuals can then spend this accumulated extra cash on such a long term value
good. This model yields the empirical prediction that the poorest people – who have
little to no extra cash – will not be ROSCA members, and the amount contributed
to the ROSCA will increase with income. Ambec and Treich then show evidence
that these predictions are borne out in practice, supporting their model of ROSCAs
as commitment devices for hyperbolic consumers.
The use of microcredit has also been posited as a commitment device to save,
ironically (and expensively). If the rate of return to households is as high as indicated
by microcredit interest rates then why are households unable to save enough to
take advantage of these rates? Why do many micro borrowers borrow repetitively,
a behavior that seems to be inconsistent with any theory of credit constraints or
demand for short-term liquidity? An alternative explanation for use of microcredit
(or other high interest rate debt) is offered by Bauer et al. (2008). They argue
that households use microcredit as a means to save. By borrowing, they are raising
the price (social shame or bank sanctions) from failing to save. And likewise, this
commitment to future payments forces them to be tighter with their investments
and consumption decisions, and be more frugal on “frivolous” consumption. Bauer
et al. (2008) provide empirical evidence for this claim by showing that people with
preference reversals in time preference questions (using real money) are more likely
to be involved in a microfinance organization.

6.3

Formal Commitments in the Field

Although naturally many firms offer products which are similar to commitment devices, pure commitment devices are rare. Impure devices range from certificates of
deposits (since they lock in savings and create a penalty for withdrawal) to buying
in bulk, but for the reasons discussed in the introduction we are focusing on a tighter
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definition of commitment devices. Here we will focus on four implementations that
come closest to the pure commitment device as we defined. The examples here include a retirement savings device in the USA, a charitable giving device in Sweden,
a smoking cessation contract in the Philippines, and purchase of fertilizer in Kenya.
TM
Benartzi and Thaler (2004) designed a saving plan – Save More Tomorrow
(SMarT) – motivated by three aspects of behavioral theory. First, naive agents
will tend to procrastinate on taking action, believing they will take actions later.
Second, quasi-hyperbolic or GP consumers (and perhaps others) will be tempted to
save less than optimal at any given time. Third, commitments need not bind, as the
inertia associated with naivete will stop withdrawals. The first two ideas suggest a
saving system where enrolment is by default – counteracting procrastination – and
the decision to increase saving affects only future selves – counteracting temptation.
In SMarT, employees are offered the chance to signup to increase their future
automatic paycheck deduction for retirement savings. Employees can decide to cancel
or reverse the increase at any time at no cost beyond that of filling out a form. Future
increases were timed to coincide with the employee’s future pay raise. At one firm,
only 3 out of 162 participants opted out of the SMarT program before their second
pay raise, and by their fourth pay raise over 85% of participants still remained in
the program. At a second firm, savings rates for individuals who signed up for the
SMarT program rose by roughly 2%, while other employees “did not change their
savings rate much.” At a third firm, those individuals who signed up for the SMarT
program increased their savings rate by about 1.5%, while savings rates at the firm’s
other divisions, where SMarT was not offered, remained mostly steady. This work
presents real world evidence on the demand for commitment, and its effects, and
once again shows that soft commitments can be very effective in practice.
Similar to SMarT, Breman (2009) tests the same approach for charitable fundraising. In two field experiments, charities offered prior donors the opportunity to “Give
More Tomorrow”, i.e., to increase their future, but not current, donations. In both
experiments, the average gifts increase when this soft commitment was offered relative to a request to increase current donations (i.e., a “Give More Now” option),
and the increase persisted after the initial increase.
Another formal commitment savings device was provided by the SEED accounts
discussed above. SEED accounts offered reduced liquidity without any compensating
increase in interest rate, but nevertheless had a high (28%) takeup. Importantly, the
SEED accounts were effective in increasing savings. Altogether, those who were
offered accounts increased their savings held at the bank by about 80% compared to
a control group after one year (and the treatment on the treated estimate showed
that the subgroup of individuals who actually opened the account saved an estimated
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300% more than they would have without the account). While this evidence seems
to support the demand for and effectiveness of a strong commitment product, it is
still open to a soft commitment interpretation. Specifically, agents may have been
willing to pay the price of having a hard commitment in order to gain access to an
account that was merely labeled as being about achieving their goals.
Managing and overcoming addictions is another area where commitment devices
may be important. Bernheim and Rangel (2004) document addicts’ ability to manage the “cues” that trigger their addictive behavior. For example recent ex-smokers
avoid bars, restaurants, or other circumstances that might provide complementary
cue goods and increase their likelihood of smoking. These are all examples of soft
commitment. Some addicts also make use of hard commitments. Alcoholics are also
known to use certain metabolism-inhibiting drugs, such as Antabase (a.k.a. Disulfiram), which temporarily modify the body processes that metabolize alcohol and
produce a “highly unpleasant physical reaction upon alcohol consumption. These
behaviors represent ad-hoc means for addicts to make a behavioral change now that
reduces their desire to engage in an impulsive behavior in a later state; since the addicts do not derive any utility from this current commitment, these informal devices
meet our definition of “commitment device,” and have found some success (Goldstein
(2001)). However, field studies show that retention rates for Antabuse are poor –
often less than 20% (Galanter and Kleber (2008)).
A commitment device to stop smoking (CARES) was tested by Giné et al. (2008).
In this study a Philippine bank offered smokers an opportunity to open a CARES
savings account for the express purpose of giving themselves an incentive to quit.
Six months after opening the account, smokers were required to take a urine test for
smoking cessation, putting their balance on the line if the test showed they had been
unable to quit. The contract was taken up by 11% of smokers offered the account and
on average participants had a balance of 585 ($US11) pesos after 6 months, some 535
pesos more than the minimum balance. Treatment on the treated estimates imply
a 30% to 65% quit rate for this population relative to the control group. Notably,
these results held up in a 12-month follow-up study (6 months after the smokers
were allowed to withdraw their money) where the treatment on the treated effect
was found to be a 31% to 53% increase in the probability of passing the follow-up
urine test. Those who successfully quit had higher balances at stake than those who
did not quit, with the successful-quit average balance nearly four times the average
balance of those who did not successfully quit.
Duflo et al. (2009) consider a novel commitment device in the context of fertilizer
use in Kenya. They argue that, similar to the Eliaz/Spiegler version of naivete,
farmers believe that there is some chance that they will be too impatient at the time
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of planting to purchase fertilizer. Farmers, however, are incorrect in their predictions,
being overly optimistic about their chances of investing, leading to constant under
investment. This formulation implies that a small time limited discount available
immediately after harvest will have a larger impact on take up than a similar discount
at the time of planting, because the farmer wishes to reduce the probability that he
will not invest in the future. Finally, if the farmer is allowed to choose the time at
which a discount is given, he will choose the earlier time period, because he realizes
that the earlier discount will be more effective. Duflo et al. (2009) test this prediction
by providing such a choice between timed discounts in the form of free delivery of
fertilizer. Consistent with the model, they find that the early discount leads to
greater use of fertilizer than a later discount - 39% of farmers versus 20%. Further,
they find that 47% of farmers choose to receive the discount earlier, a result which
cannot be explained if the farmers are time consistent and have alternative uses for
their money. This study suggests that farmers were able to use the discount program
to commit themselves to invest in fertilizer. Interestingly, by taking advantage of the
stochastic nature of the self control problem, the commitment device finds a way to
help the farmers despite their naivete. An open question remains: given the demand
for this, and the simplicity with which agricultural supply stores could provide this,
why do more stores not offer pre-purchased fertilizer coupons?

7

Conclusions

This review has attempted to demonstrate two theoretical challenges and three empirical observations. On the theory side, we have argued that the welfare implications
of commitment devices hinge critically on modeling assumptions, and that there is
insufficient work to understand the demand for soft commitments. On the empirical
side we have put forward evidence from the laboratory and field on the demand for
commitment devices, the creation of informal commitment devices, as well as the use
and impact from formal market-offered commitment devices. The market for commitment devices is young, and several policy questions, directly motivated by the
theory, remain unanswered. First, how should commitment devices be targeted? Do
commitment devices only work for the sophisticated or partially naive, and if naive
individuals take-up commitment devices, why and what is the welfare implication?
Second, which are more effective, soft or hard commitments? If severe consequences
increase effectiveness but lower demand for a commitment device, what is the right
balance in order to maximize impact, and how can devices and contracts be offered
so that optimal sorting of individuals to contract strength occurs? Third, what is
the role of habit formation? Can commitment devices be employed to generate long
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term behavioral change, or merely short term changes that then require ongoing commitment devices to maintain behavior? For example, Giné et al. (2008) finds long
term behavioral changes occurred, as do Charness and Gneezy (2009) for incentives
to exercise, but will such long term behavioral changes occur in other domains, such
as weight loss or savings behavior?45
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